Examples of typical applications
Examples include fasteners, buckles, cable ties, conveying
systems, spring elements, seals, bushings, gears, protective parts
and impact absorbing devices. However, application can be
extended to any mechanical or functional part which requires
shock resistance, toughness, resilience and noise damping.

Fasteners

Disclaimer:
Although the information and recommendations set forth herein are presented in good faith
and believed to be correct, we recommend that persons receiving information must make
their own determination as to its suitability to their purposes prior to use. The information is
based on natural colored products only through relevant test methods and conditions. It is
the obligation of the customer to determine whether a particular material and part design
is suitable for a particular application. The customer is responsible for evaluating the performance of all parts containing plastics prior to their commercialization.
KOREA ENGINEERING PLASTICS CO., LTD. assumes no warranty or liability of, express or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness thereof, or any other nature regarding designs,
products, or information may be used without infringing the intellectual property rights of
others. Further, the data furnished by KEP are not intent to replace any testing required to
determine a suitability of any application and set a specification limit for design.
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Super Toughened Grades

KEPITAL® TE-22S & TE-23S
New Generation of Impact Modified Grades

Comparison of weld strain at break (flexural test)

KOREA ENGINEERING PLASTICS CO., LTD (KEP) has launched
the next generation of impact-modified POM, TE-22S and TE-23S
developed to meet market demand for balanced mechanical
properties.
Besides their balanced mechanical properties, TE-22S and TE-23S
offer better performance at the weld line strength than conventional impact-modified POM. It is possible to commercialize the
next generation of impact-modified POM through a collaboration
with KEP right from the beginning of the development based on
company’s extensive experience with impact-modified POM.

Key features of KEPITAL® TE-22S & TE-23S
 Balanced mechanical properties
 Outstanding weld line strength
Balanced mechanical properties of new impact-modified POM
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KEPITAL® ST series
Super toughened grades
Despite widespread usage of impact modified POM in many
applications, there have been some limitations due to the inherent
rigidity of POM itself. Especially applications requiring low modulus and high flexibility have been regarded as an unreachable area
for POM and TPEE has been given preference for that purpose.
The KEPITAL ST series may be a new solution for such applications
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The upper left image shows the Charpy impact strength test with
a double notched specimen in order to demonstrate the different
impact resistance behavior, which cannot be seen in the normal
one-sided notched test specimen.

 Low modulus and flexibility, overcoming
the inherent rigidity of POM
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